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What is Intel Processor Trace?
Intel Processor Trace (Intel PT) provides hardware a means to trace
branching, transaction, and timing information in a highly-compressed,
low-overhead manner
•

Intel PT is to be extended in the future
with more tracing information

Intel PT differentiates between processes, but
not SW threads. Per-thread collection may be
necessary

Source Code

Intel PT Log

Intel PT saves information on
conditional and indirect branches only.
The rest to be found by static analysis
of disassembly to decode Intel PT data
stream correctly
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How Is It Collected?
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How is It Collected?
Full Trace Mode
thread 0

thread 0

thread 1

Enable Intel
PT

Handle Intel PT
buffer overflow,
save it, reprogram
Intel PT

thread 1

Disable Intel
PT

All Intel PT data are stored in a
trace file in a per-thread
manner
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How is It Collected?
Ring Buffer Mode
thread 0

thread 0

thread 1

Enable Intel
PT

Handle Intel PT buffer
overflow, store it in an
intermediate ring
buffer, reprogram
Intel PT

thread 1

Disable Intel
PT

Form a per-process ring-buffer
w/4k buffers for all threads of a
process; wrap around upon
overflow

The ring buffer holds last few
seconds of Intel PT data,
which are then saved to a
trace file once collection stops
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What is It Used for?
Statistical Call Counts and Loop Iteration Counts

Intel PT is used automatically, if
available, when selecting these
options of Advanced Hotspots
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What is It Used for?
Call Counts and Loops

A control flow tree…

Function and loop stat metrics made more
accurate with Intel PT

…can estimate a cost of a function call or a loop
iteration to help make conclusions on necessary
optimizations, such as, threading, vectorizing, inlining

All metrics can be seen
on timeline within
thread quanta
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What is It Used for?
Detailed tracing of an app or a portion thereof
•

set AMPLXE_EXPERIMENTAL=full-intel-pt

Select PT Hotspots
analysis type

Choose the depth of history to
retain the ring buffer
(recommended), or set it to
zero to trace the entire app
(e.g., for UX analysis)
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What is It Used for?
Detailed Tracing
Similar to Advanced Hotspots,
clocks and instructions are
computed off Intel PT and all
data are “precise” for a traced
portion of an app

PT_clocks and
PT_instructions shown
on timeline as in
sampling
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What is It Used for?
UX and low-latency analysis:
•

Sampling revealed no issues, while Intel® PT showed the structure of message
processing and enabled user to find a responsiveness issue:

Sampling shows
almost nothing in
hooks.dll

App consumes very little
CPU time, which makes
sampling less effective

Intel PT shows many functions in
the module, with fine-grain
timings…

…and can help the user study the
message processing function
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What is It Used for?
TSX analysis extension

Select TSX Hotspots and check
Intel® Processor Trace
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What is It Used for?
TSX analysis extension

User can study control flow
paths leading to aborted vs.
committed transactions, plus
review the cost of aborts
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Intel Processor Trace in VTune: Future Agenda
• HW-related:
•

Granular timing, and more tracing info as Intel PT evolves

• Collection-related:
•

Ring-buffer triggered by ITT API/external events, multiple ring-buffers per run

•

System-wide ring-buffer

• Analysis-related:
•

Loop dependency and cache efficiency analysis introduced

•

BW analysis improved (theoretical BW and scaling predictions)

•

Visualization – flame-charts on timeline, grouping by execution sequence
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Optimization Notice:
Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors
for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include
SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee
the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not
manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are
intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel
microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable
product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice Revision #20110804
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